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What We Know 

 Last year was the fourth worst year for the S&P 500 in fifty years.[1] 
 Last year was by far the worst year for the aggerate bond market in twenty years. 
 Going into 2022 the Federal Reserve had kept interest rates near zero for 14 years and then 

proceeded to raise them at the fastest pace in 40 years.[2] 
 Market sentiment is currently going through one of its longest, extreme periods of pessimism 

going back twenty years.[3] Anecdotally, nineteen out of twenty media reports on the economy 
and markets are negative.   

 The Conference Board Leading Economic Index fell again this February, making its eleventh 
consecutive monthly decline.[4]   

 Banking industry issues have dominated the headlines, all the while overall corporate earnings 
growth is on track to reach its lowest level in over two years.[5]   

 
Why Rehash What We Know?    
Answer: A lot of stuff has already hit the fan.  A lot! 
Many of you have heard Warren Buffet’s infamous mantra, “Be greedy when others are fearful, and 
fearful when others are greedy.”  Well, the masses are obviously currently fearful.  While we remain 
unwilling to state that it’s now time to back up the truck and buy every risk asset in sight, it is important 
to know where we are and where we have been.  After all, historically, corporate earnings at these low 
of levels are a good thing.  By the time negative earnings numbers are reported, investors have often 
priced them in, leaving the market positioned to rally as earnings weakness reached an extreme.[6]  In 
short, earnings pessimism is a reason for optimism.  The Fed is much closer to halting rate hikes than 
accelerating them; and after exiting long periods of extreme pessimism, stocks have gone into bull runs. 
 
So Far This Year 
January unfolded with a strong rally on Wall Street including some significant technical indicators that 
have historically only occurred at the start of a new bull market.  We saw a strong Breadth Thrust fire, 
where 10-day total of advancing stocks on the NYSE exceeded declining stocks by a ratio of more than 
2.0.[7]  The last time this technical signal emerged was at the start of a massive market rally coming out 
of the depths of Covid.   
 
And then…February and March.  Very quickly negative technical market action began to unfold.  We had 
the breadth thrust in January, but we didn’t see our other technical indicators follow through that would 
of given us confirmation of a sustained bull.     
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Here Is The Issue…and the Opportunity 
We think it is likely the stock market got too far ahead of the economy.  It is widely accepted knowledge 
that the market leads the economy.  The median period of time between the start of a bear market and 
the start of a recession is 6.2 months.[8]  Here we are fifteen months after the start of a bear market and 
still no recession has been declared.   
Either we are: 

a. Not going to get a recession, and this market is likely to resume a massive ascent. 
b. The recession is not coming until late 2023 or early 2024 and we will get a significant rally 

over the coming months as the market realizes it was too far ahead anticipating main street. 
c. We are already in a recession and that is what the market has been digesting over the last 

sixty days. 
 
The big question is are we going to get a meaningful recession or not?  A history of bear markets going 
back to 1900 shows that the drawdown in length (of time) and loss (in dollars) for 2022 was textbook 
when compared to other bears without a recession.[9]  Unfortunately, if we do see a meaningful 
recession, we have another roughly 10% off the market October low to go, and another six month 
misery to slog through.   
 
For the majority of last year we were concerned about the market’s issues.  We were cautious and on 
high alert.  For years leading up to 2022, our indicators told us to give the bull the benefit of doubt.  So 
far this year, the market has not been able to make heads or tails about where this economy is 
headed.  Frustrating, to say the least.   
 
In Conclusion 
A lot of damage has already been done.  While there is still ample risk afoot, the market is less 
vulnerable than it was fifteen months ago when all the media was reporting blue skies, optimistic story 
lines, and a market that was not going anywhere but up.   
 
It would be the path of least resistance to let our emotions drive our investment decisions in this 
environment, but history shows this would be folly.  We are continuously examining the technical, 
macroeconomic, and monetary data to make decisions on how to allocate capital.  In the coming 
weeks/months this data will become directional.  For now, we remain patient and vigilant.  Please call 
anytime if you would like to discuss more in depth.     
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